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Proof that Zardoz is Swankest’s alt
account

There’s multiple testimonies that Zardoz is Swankest’s alt account, which I wouldn’t like to bring 
up to maintain the anonymity of these people.

If that’s not enough however, here are some interesting facts.

1. Server creator account was created after the server
It is common knowledge that Swankest used to be the owner of the server. But according to him:

...except the fact that the Zardoz account was created after the server was created:



In the second pic we can see that the oldest public message on the server is on 4.07.2021, while 
Zardoz was created one day later.

Additionally, the server administration doesn’t even list Zardoz as the owner:

Why would Swankest lie about Zardoz being the owner from the beginning?

2. A server owner that doesn’t use his server
Now consider these two facts.
Zardoz has only posted 72 messages in FGCC and he has only two most basic roles assigned.

We’re supposed to believe that in a server with over 79k messages, the owner has only posted 72? 
And that he has no coloured roles while an average profile in the server looks like this?



Another piece of evidence about this is that the server was made in the beginning of July, and 
Zardoz’s first public message in the server is in September.

We’re supposed to believe that the server owner not only didn’t write the rules (which were written 
by Swankest, and posted by Roozy and Crimson), but he also created the server and didn’t post for 
two months?

3. Swankest used Discord alt accounts before

Swankest is already known for using alt accounts. He had around 5 alt accounts on Discord because
he kept getting banned from the official FG server for sending people unsolicited server invites in 
private messages. Here is proof:





Summary
There is more clues about this theory, but they are circumstantial so I decided to not bring them up.

Now as to why Swankest would need a fake account to act as the server owner isn’t obvious. The 
only reasons I can think of is that he made it to back himself up with another account, since his 
reputation is crumbling, but make your own conclusions.
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